
Setting up and using ROAS
monster chrome extension



Follow the steps below to add ROAS monster metrics to
your Ads Manager columns.

Real ROAS
Real CPO
Real orders
Real sales

Every metric has a Unique metric name (such as “Real
ROAS”) and a Unique Metric ID (for example “10001”),
which you will use during the setup. You can add the
following metrics to ads manager columns:

Each of these metrics has its unique formula to add to
your Facebook Ads Manager. Don’t worry, we will explain
one by one.



Let's start with setup the step by step

Step 1: Install the Extension from the Google APP store
HERE.

Step 2: Make sure you “Pin” ROAS Monster chrome
extension to your browser.

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/roas-monster-chrome-exten/domjhleclehkocjjcbfcebmcjpbmlggh


 

Step 3: Login to ROAS Monster chrome extension and
make sure you select the right team.

 

 

 

 



 

Step 4: Create REAL ROAS Metric. 

Head over to create a new custom column named “Real
ROAS”. Enter the Real ROAS formula (Reach*0+10001).
Once you add this formula, click save and select the “Real
ROAS” metric. Save a new metric as a preset in the Ads
Manager columns, and finally select apply. You are done!



 

Step 5: Create REAL CPO Metric. 

Head over to create a new custom column named “Real
CPO”. Enter the Real CPO formula (Reach*0+10002).
Once you add this formula, click save and select the “Real
CPO” metric. Save a new metric as a preset in the Ads
Manager columns, and finally select apply. You are done!



 

Step 6: Create REAL ORDERS Metric. 

Head over to create a new custom column named “Real
ORDERS”. Enter the Real ORDERS formula
(Reach*0+10003). Once you add this formula, click save
and select the “Real ORDERS” metric. Save a new metric
as a preset in the Ads Manager columns, and finally select
apply. You are done!



 

Step 7: Create REAL SALES Metric. 

Head over to create a new custom column named “Real
SALES”. Enter the Real SALES formula (Reach*0+10004).
Once you add this formula, click save and select the “Real
SALES” metric. Save a new metric as a preset in the Ads
Manager columns, and finally select apply. You are done!



 

Congrats! You have successfully added the ROAS Monster
chrome extension metric to your Facebook Ads Manager.
Now you can see additional metrics directly from ROAS
Monster in your Aads Manager.

* ROAS Monster advanced tip: You can save all of your
new metrics as a permanent preset in the Ads Manager
column, so you have them on hand anytime.


